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Wet mammals shake at tuned frequencies to dry

Andrew K. Dickerson¹, Zachary G. Mills¹ and David L. Hu¹,2,*

¹School of Mechanical Engineering, and ²School of Biology, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0405, USA

In cold wet weather, mammals face hypothermia if they cannot dry themselves. By rapidly oscillating their bodies, through a process similar to shivering, furry mammals can dry themselves within seconds. We use high-speed videography and fur particle tracking to characterize the shakes of 33 animals (16 animals species and five dog breeds), ranging over four orders of magnitude in mass from mice to bears. We here report the power law relationship between shaking frequency \( f \) and body mass \( M \) to be \( f \sim M^{-0.22} \), which is close to our prediction of \( f \sim M^{-0.19} \) based upon the balance of centrifugal and capillary forces. We also observe a novel role for loose mammalian dermal tissue: by whipping around the body, it increases the speed of drops leaving the animal and the ensuing dryness relative to tight dermal tissue.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Water repellency has previously been viewed as a static property of surfaces such as plant leaves and insect cuticle [1,2]. An equally important trait is dynamic water repellency, whereby muscular energy is applied to remove water. This paradigm may have use in sensor design. For example, digital cameras already rely upon internal shakers for removing dust from sensors [3]. Such functionality may have improved the capability of the Mars Rover [4,5], which suffered reduced power from the accumulation of dust on its solar panels. In the future, self-cleaning and self-drying may arise as an important capability for cameras and other equipment subject to wet or dusty conditions.

Many animals evolved physical adaptations to minimize infiltration of water into their furs or feathers [6,7]. Semi-aquatic mammals possess a dense underfur that maintains large air pockets to insulate the body during a dive [8]. Fur itself often has specialized geometries, such as the grooved interlocking hairs of otters that mechanically resist infiltration of water [9]. Certain animals, such as sheep, additionally secrete oily substances such as lanolin that act to increase the hydrophobicity of hair and so discourage fluid–fur contact. In order to arrange their hairs regularly and to uniformly coat them with oil, many animals groom [10] by preening, licking and shaking. Such behaviours may also remove particles in addition to water: birds have been observed to remove dust by shaking after dust-bathing [5] and perform aerial shakes to remove water [11].

Shaking water from an animal surface reduces the combined energetic costs of carrying this water and evaporating it. Small animals may trap substantial volumes of water in their fur for their size [12–14]: emerging from a bath, a human carries 1 pound of water, a rat 5 per cent its mass and an ant three times its mass. Wet fur is a poor insulator because water’s conductivity of 0.6 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) is 25 times greater than that of air and 12 times greater than that of dry fur [15], causing a wet animal to lose heat very quickly. Evaporation of the entrapped water from an animal’s fur may sap a substantial portion of the animal’s energy reserves. The specific energy required [16] is \( e = 0.6 \, A \), where the heat of vaporization of water \( A = 2257 \, kJ \, kg^{-1} \). Consequently, a wet 60-pound dog, with one pound of water in its fur, would use 20 per cent of its daily caloric intake simply to air-dry. It is thus a matter of survival that terrestrial animals remain dry in cold weather [17].

In this study, we investigate a mechanism used by mammals to dry quickly, the wet-dog shake shown in figure 1a. We begin §2, with a description of the novel methods developed in this study, including a robotic wet-dog-shake simulator. We proceed by measuring the masses and frequencies of shakes spanning a wide range of mammals. Next, we characterize the kinematics of the shaking response using high-speed video and fur-tracking. We proceed by presenting models for both drop ejection and the ensuing dryness of the animal, testing these models using experiments with a spinning tuft of fur. Lastly, we discuss the implications of our work and suggest directions for future research.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Animal measurements

We and the Zoo Atlanta staff measured by hand the masses and radii of 28 of the 33 animals in our study.
described further in the electronic supplementary material. ‘Dog’ fur was provided by three 6.3 cm² squares of white-tailed deer tanned fur, which were glued (with non-water-soluble glue) to plastic bases clipped to the rotating axis of our device. Prior to experiments, loose hairs were removed and samples immersed in water for 4 h to ensure complete saturation into skin and fur. Samples were spun for 30 s on the wet-dog simulator at a radius of 2 cm at various frequencies. Between trials, samples were weighed, resaturated with water and drip-dried for 30 s.

2.3. Brush experiments

In order to test Tate’s Law, we used 19 brushes with round bases (Loew Cornell 1812 brushes, Loew Cornell Bristle 1812 brushes and Sterling Studio synthetic brushes SS-100 round set). Originally tapered at a range of slopes, we shaved the brushes to produce a flat tip. We weighed drops dripping from the brushes on an analytical balance. To obtain data in figure 4d, three brushes were placed on the ‘wet-dog simulator’ and the mass of ejected drops at various rotational speeds was determined through image processing with MATLAB. The cylindrical shell method was used to determine the volume of elliptical drops.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Shaking frequencies across mammals

Using high-speed video at 500–1000 fps, we filmed the shakes of 33 wet mammals, spanning 16 species and five breeds of dogs (figure 2). Shakes were prompted by sprinkling small animals with a spray bottle, and large animals with a hose. We found animals generally shook after the flow of water had ceased.

We characterized animal sizes using measurements of body mass $M$ and the chest circumference $2\pi R$ measured posterior to the shoulder, where $R$ is cross-sectional radius of the chest. In general, one specimen per species or breed was available, but several specimens of mice and rats provided the opportunity to determine variability in frequency and mass within a species. The averages and standard deviations of measurements are presented in table 1 with corresponding error bars in figure 3. Among four juvenile mice, four adult mice and four adult rats, the standard deviations for both mass and frequency were only 5–10% of their respective averages, indicating that there is very low variability in these measurements. This also suggests that each animal has a particular frequency at which it shakes.

Figure 3 and table 1 show the relation between frequency of shaking $f$ and animal mass $M$ for the animals in our study. To calculate a best fit, we tried to obtain a fair and uniform sample of the animals studied. The mass and frequency changed little within certain sample groups, such as juvenile mice, adult mice, and adult rats. In these groups, only the average of each group was considered to avoid bias towards particular species in our best fit. Specimens of certain canine breeds such as Labradors and huskies were obtainable in a wider range of masses and so were considered individually rather than as an average for each

2.2. Wet-dog simulator

We built a ‘wet-dog simulator’ apparatus to visualize the motion of drops on a shaking mammal. The apparatus is described further in the electronic supplementary
breed. Otherwise, we calculated a best fit using a sample that consisted of one specimen of each canine breed and one specimen of each non-canine species. In all, among the 33 animals measured, we used a sample of 25 data points to determine our best fit.

The best fit using the method of least squares yields

\[ f \sim M^{-0.22}, \quad (R^2 = 0.95, N = 25). \] (3.1)

Note that the goodness of fit \( R^2 = 0.95 \) is high, despite over four orders of magnitude in mass (0.01–260 kg) of the animals considered. Among these animals, we observe a clear dependency of shaking frequency on body size: mice must shake at 30 Hz, dogs at 4.5–8 Hz and bears at 4 Hz.

In figure 3, the vertical distance between the points and the best fit denotes the vigour of the animal’s shake with respect to the average. We suspect deviations from the trend are due to modifications in shaking style according to the animal’s anatomy, or as in the case of dogs, centuries of domestication. While animals generally shook on four legs, rodents such as mice and rats stood on hind legs to shake (figure 2a,b). Otters and sheep did not shake at frequencies lower than the best fit, as one might expect from the lower adhesion of drops to their waxy fur.

The largest animals such as bears shook at frequencies of 4 Hz, slightly higher than predicted by the best fit (3.5 Hz). Generally, animals in the size range of 4–260 kg exhibited a slightly smaller range in frequency (4–6 Hz) than indicated by the best fit (3.5–9 Hz). This departure from the best fit is likely due to the decreasing importance of shaking with size. The largest animals such as elephants need not shake because of a combination their large thermal mass, thickness of dermal layers and lack of hair. Thus, we expect animals to depart from the observed trends at some critical size, and this departure may in fact begin for the largest animals studied.

3.2. Shaking kinematics

Four Labrador retrievers \((M = 32.5 \pm 6.5 \text{ kg})\) served as model organisms to characterize the shaking kinematics because they were tame and accessible. A typical shake

Figure 2. Photo sequences of animals filmed in this study: (a) adult mouse, (b) rat, (c) Kunekune pig, (d) Boer goat and (e) Labrador retriever.
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Table 1. Size and shaking speeds of animals studied. The radius and mass of the squirrel, black bear and brown bear were estimated from the sizes of average adults in literature [20,21,23,25]. The radii measurements of the lion and tiger were unattainable by the Zoo staff and were estimated similarly sized adults in literature [18,19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
<th>Radius (cm)</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Non-dimensionalized centrifugal acceleration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mouse weanling Mus musculus</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>31.5 ± 2.0</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adult mouse Mus musculus</td>
<td>0.0272 ± 0.0014</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>29.0 ± 1.6</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rat Rattus norvegicus</td>
<td>0.3077 ± 0.007</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>17.869 ± 2.0</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grey squirrel Sciurus carolinensis</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guinea pig Cavia porcellus</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chihuahua Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domestic cat Felis catus</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>river otter Amblonyx cinereus</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poodle Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberian husky Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chow Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kangaroo Macropus rufus</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberian husky Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labrador retriever 1 Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labrador retriever 2 Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labrador retriever 3 Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labrador retriever 4 Canis lupus familiaris</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boer goat Capra hircus</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunekune pig Sus scrofa</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf Coast sheep Ovis Aries</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black bear Ursus americanus</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African lion Panthera leo</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumatran tiger Panthera tigris sumatrae</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giant panda Ailuropoda melanoleuca</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown bear Ursus arctos horribilis</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by a Labrador is shown in figure 1a, where a fluorescent fiducial marker is taped to the dog’s fur in the middle of its back (figure 1b). The angular position $\theta$ of the marker with respect to the vertical is shown in figure 1c and the electronic supplementary material, video S1. We find the shake is closely approximated by simple harmonic motion, in which

$$\theta(t) = A \sin(2\pi f t) \quad (R^2 = 0.98, \ N = 3),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where the shake amplitude is $A = 90 \pm 10^\circ \ (N = 3)$ and the frequency (in cycles per second) is $f = 4.5 \pm 0.25 \ (N = 3)$. The peak angular velocity of the shake is $\omega = \frac{d\theta}{dt} \sim 2\pi f A$. We observed qualitatively that drops are shed continuously throughout the cycle, with small bursts of increased shedding when the fur changes direction.

We observe in figure 16 a surprisingly large amplitude of motion $A \approx 90^\circ$ despite the dog’s four paws remaining in contact with the ground. Rotating the
dog’s skin by hand, while keeping the vertebrae static, indicates that the dermal tissue alone has a maximum deflection of $A_r \approx 60^\circ$. Loose dermal tissue, which roughly contains all substance between fur and muscles, had been previously hypothesized [6] to reduce the energetic cost of locomotion by facilitating limb movement, and we find here it serves another purpose by increasing the amplitude of the shake.

We infer the vertebral motion during the shake has a smaller amplitude $A_v = A - A_r \approx 30^\circ$, as shown by the time course of the dotted line in figure 1c. The vertebral amplitude is three times less than the dermal tissue amplitude during the shake, indicating that loose dermal tissue has an important role in amplifying the shake. We also observed loose dermal tissue in other animals, such as our X-ray videos of rats (see electronic supplementary material, video S2). In our analysis of the forces involved, we will see how this increase in amplitude improves the efficacy of the shake through increasing the centrifugal force on drops within the fur.

### 3.3. Drops ejection from hair clumps

We now rationalize the observed power law scaling by consideration of the physics of drop release from an animal’s furry surface. A wet furry animal will drip water under the influence of gravity. As the animal dries, the falling ligaments of water transform into streams of drops. Because the animal coat is wetting, it is energetically favourable for this departing fluid to follow the animal’s hair, from root to tip. Photographs of wet animals such as otters, bears and dogs (see electronic supplementary material and figure 5a) often show wet animal hair forms a fairly uniform series of wet aggregations, resembling wetted paintbrush bristles. These clumps are formed through a complex process that depends on hair spacing, length, curvature, material properties and degree of wetness [26–30]. Tabulated properties [6,31–34] of animal fur properties, including length, diameter, density, and stiffness, show no dependency on animal size for the range of animal masses we have considered (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1 and S2).

We performed a series of drip tests with variable-sized paintbrushes, ranging in diameter from 1.2 to 11.5 mm meant to simulate the range of hair clump sizes observable in animals. We shaved the tips of the paintbrush bristles flat in order to obtain uniformity in our experiments. The paintbrushes are then suspended in a ‘wet-dog simulator’ (see electronic supplementary material, figure S5), consisting of a high-strength spinning frame that rotates the brush along with a high-speed camera at a given frequency $f$. This device allowed us to visualize the flow of fluid as if a dog is shaking at the frequency the device is spun.

#### 3.4. Visualization of drop release

The detachment of drops may be clearly visualized using our system. Figure 4a shows a video sequence of drop release from a paintbrush under gravity. The corresponding drop release from a spinning brush (at $2.61 \, \text{m s}^{-1}$ with rotation rate of 610 r.p.m.) is shown in figure 4b, and is visually similar to release due to gravity. In both processes, fluid entrained from the brush engorges the drop. This engorgement occurs at a rate that depends on the remaining moisture content of the brush and the applied centrifugal or gravitational forces. During engorgement, the drop remains pinned to the brush. In figure 4a, pinning occurs at the circumference of the hair clump, whereas in figure 4b, at points within the center of clump. Once the drop has grown to a critical size, the pinch-off and release process is quite fast, occurring within 10 ms. In both gravitational- and centrifugal-force-driven dripping, a portion of the drop remains attached to the clump after release.

This phenomenon of drop release has been well-studied in dripping from capillaries [35,36] in the context of intravenous drug delivery and in spinning disk spray.
applications [37,38]. In these cases, drop size can be very carefully controlled. The conditions for drop detachment from a capillary are given by Tate’s Law [39,40]: to detach, a drop’s effective weight $mG$ must overcome the surface tension force $\sigma R_0$ binding the drop to adjacent hairs, where $m$ is the drop’s mass, $\sigma = 72$ dynes cm$^{-1}$ is the surface tension of water and $R_0$ is the paintbrush radius. During normal dripping $G = g$, the acceleration of gravity. During shaking, drops have a larger effective weight owing to centrifugal forces, $F_{cent} = mR\omega^2$, which, for the mammals, we have filmed can be $10–70$ times gravity (table 1). As shown in figure 4a,b, the high centrifugal forces cause extruded drops to be smaller; we will see later that they result in far more fluid extracted than simply by gravity.

Note that because our device spins at a constant speed, our experiments do not account for the dynamics of oscillating, pendulum-like motion, which may also act to eject drops. The relative magnitudes of centrifugal to acceleration forces are comparable,

$$F_{accel}/F_{cent} = [(\text{d}\omega/\text{d}t)/\omega^3] = \omega^{-1} \approx 0.65,$$

suggesting that drops are likely to be shed by a combination of both mechanisms; nevertheless, we consider only centrifugal forces in our analysis.

Figure 4. Drop departure from fibre aggregations. (a,b) Video sequences of drop ejection under gravity and due to spinning, respectively. In the latter, centrifugal forces are $Ro^2/g = 11$ and smaller drops are ejected. (c) The dependence of drop mass $m$ and hair aggregation size $R_0$ for dripping under gravity. The mass of drops dripping from glass capillaries is shown for comparison. (d) The relation between drop mass and dimensionless centrifugal acceleration for three hair aggregations of varying diameters. Best fits in (c,d) are given by equation (3.3) using $F(R_0/a) = 0.4$. (Online version in colour.)
3.5. Tate’s Law applied to hair clumps

Our experiments reveal that drops formed by wet paintbrushes very consistently satisfy Tate’s Law. Figure 4c shows the dependency of drop mass on clump size $R_0$ under gravity: drop mass is linearly proportional to clump size, as shown by the red points. Note this behaviour is similar to that shown previously for capillary tubes, as shown by the diamonds in figure 4c. Figure 4d shows the dependency of drop mass on rotational speed for three clump sizes ($R_0 = 1.1, 1.7, 2.1$ mm): drop mass is inversely proportional to centrifugal acceleration $R_0^2$. Together, these findings demonstrate the modified Tate’s Law for the mass of drops released,

$$m = \left(\frac{2\pi \varrho R_0^2}{R_0^2}\right) F\left(\frac{R_0}{a}\right),$$

where $\sigma$ is surface tension of water, $\rho$ is density and $a = \sqrt{\varrho / \varrho g} \approx 2.7$ mm is capillary length. For the best fit trend lines in figure 4c, d, we estimate the correction factor [41] for hair clumps as a constant function, $F(R_0/a) = 0.4$. The correction factor for an analogous system, glass pipettes, was previously determined to be a non-constant function by Harkins & Brown [41]. Measurements of this function in our experiments yielded a small range, from 0.3 to 0.6, indicating the low impact of approximation as a constant function (see electronic supplementary material). As shown by the agreement between the solid lines and the experimental data in figure 4c, d, equation (3.3) well predicts the mass of the drops shed for an animal shaking at a fixed rotational velocity $\omega$ with hair clumps of size $R_0$.

We surmise that the drying of animals proceeds as follows. Large drops, whose size are on the order of the capillary length, naturally depart the animal under gravity as in figure 4a. However, thin films of water on the hairs and the smallest drops remain attached and so can be removed only by shaking, as shown in figure 4b. Equation (3.3) shows that if an animal increases its rotational velocity and so its centrifugal force compared with gravity, it may extend the range of drop masses shed. However, at a given rotational velocity, the residual drop masses left behind after shaking, shown in figure 4a, b, may be too small to be ejected by centrifugal forces, and so may remain attached to the animal.

3.6. Prediction of shaking allometry

We may simplify Tate’s Law to formulate a ‘wet-dog shake rule’, an allometric relation between animal mass and shaking frequency. Formulation of such a scaling law requires determining which variables within equation

\begin{align*}
\text{(a)} & \quad \text{The separation of wet aggregations upon spinning.} \\
\text{(b)} & \quad \text{The relation between RMC and non-dimensionalized centrifugal acceleration. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of measurement.} \\
\text{(c)} & \quad \text{Mass of water held on a wet animal’s body versus animal mass. Data for wet and dry masses for } Cerradomys \text{ sp. nov, Lindbergh’s } Oryzomys, \text{ Atlantic forest } Nectomys \text{ and Amazonian } Nectomys \text{ were collected by Santori et al. [13], while the mink was gathered from Korhonen & Niemela [14]. (Online version in colour.)}
\end{align*}
(3.3) are independent of animal mass and so may be fixed as constant. We consider each of the five variables in turn ($\sigma, A, m, R_0, f$), turning first to variables that are independent of animal mass, as found either in our experiments or in literature. Clearly, material properties of the fluid such as surface tension $\sigma$ are independent of animal mass. In our experiments, we observe shaking amplitude $A$ varies over a range of 60–110° without clear trends in animal mass. We find hair properties such as hair length and density do not vary systematically across mammal mass (see electronic supplementary material). Thus, we fix wet hair clump radius, which depends primarily on hair length and density.

The remaining variables in equation (3.3) are the radius $R$, which is an independent variable, and two dependent variables, the chosen shaking frequency $f$ and the shed drop size $m$. The shed drop mass is a function of both the radius and the frequency of shake. In particular, over the range of $R\sigma^2/g = 10–70$ for animals studied (table 1), equation (3.3) predicts drop mass will vary by a factor of 7. This amount is low in comparison with the variation in other variables considered. Variation in animal radius $R$ is a factor of 24 (from 1 to 24 cm); moreover, variation in the square of frequency (4–30 Hz) is a factor of 50. Each of these factors are greater than seven. Moreover, their combined variation of $R\sigma^2$ varies by an even larger factor of 1200 if $R$ and $\omega$ were to vary independently. Thus, we assume that drop mass is constant and proceed with our scaling to determine the relation between frequency and radius.

We apply an allometric relation relating animal mass and radius previously found by McMahon & Bonner [42]: animals are nearly isometric according to Kleiber’s Law such that $M \sim R^{8/3}$. Applying this law, the resulting scaling relation between animal mass and shaking frequency is

$$ f \sim M^{-3/16}. \tag{3.4} $$

By shaking at such frequencies, furry animals act like a high-pass filter, causing drops above a critical size $m$ to eject. This critical drop size is determined by the scaling pre-factor in equation (3.4), which depends on the drop’s surface tension and density according to equation (3.3). It is noteworthy that our predicted drop’s surface tension and density according to pre-factor in equation (3.4), which depends on the eject. This critical drop size is determined by the scaling relation between animal mass and shaking frequency.

Figure 5b shows the relation between the centrifugal forces applied and the remaining moisture content RMC within our deer fur sample. We define RMC as the ratio of the post-shake mass to the initial mass of water in the clump, following by textile-drying engineers [43]. In figure 5b, the limiting RMC values of $D = 30$ per cent show excellent agreement with our measurements of RMC = 0.31 ± 0.12 ($N=10$) on live rats, suggesting our experiments with spun deer hair are representative of shaking live animals. From the combination of these results, we conclude that 30 per cent RMC is the lowest level of dryness obtainable using shaking. Moreover, the lowest RMC values of 0.3–0.4 values occur for speeds in which the associated centrifugal force is

$$ \frac{R\sigma^2 g}{g} > 10, \tag{3.5} $$

as indicated in the shaded region in figure 5.

As shown in table 1, all shaking mammals in our study have centrifugal forces in the range of 10–70, a relatively small range considering the four orders of magnitudes of mass of the animals. Notably, this range of forces coincides with the region of peak dryness given by equation (3.5), which was found independently with our wet-dog simulator. We conclude that animals shake to achieve nearly equal and maximal levels of dryness.

### 3.8. Physical basis of residual moisture content

We may rationalize the trends observed in figure 5b, beginning with the initial RMC of deer fur under gravity. The mass of water in the hair is proportional to the corresponding water column height within the fur. When fur is initially wetted, surface tension competes with elasticity to bring the water column between the hairs to an equilibrium height [26] of $H_{\text{initial}} = L - \left(\frac{2g}{\pi} L_{\text{EC}}^2 / \cos \theta_0 \right)^{1/2}$, where hair length in the deer fur sample $L \approx 40$ mm, hair follicle radius $b \approx 200$ $\mu$m, inter-hair spacing $d \approx 0.028$ cm, elastocapillary length is $L_{\text{EC}} = \sqrt{E\ell / \sigma b} = 57$ cm, the Young’s modulus is $E = 3.7$ GPa, $I = \pi b^4 / 4 \approx 1.26 \times 10^{-3}$ mm$^4$ is the area moment of inertia and $\theta_0 = 60^\circ$ is the equilibrium contact angle of water on hair [34]. We find this model is fairly accurate for our 6.3 cm$^2$ square sample of deer fur. Given its combined water column cross-sectional area $A_{\text{fur}}$ of 2.4 cm$^2$ (measured...
by the area of space between the furs), we predict the hairs will retain \( n_{\text{initial}} = \rho H_{\text{initial}} A_{\text{fur}} = 4.4 \text{ g of water} \), whereas it held 4.7 g in our experiments. Thus, elasto-capillarity theory is sufficient to account for the wet weight of deer fur under gravity, and the discrepancy between experiment and theory suggests water may soak into the hair fibres.

When fur is spinning, the associated centrifugal force competes with surface tension to decrease the height of the water column to a modified Jurin’s height \( H = 2r \cos \theta / \rho R \omega^2 d \). Using the definition of RMC, we may write \( \text{RMC} = H / H_{\text{initial}} + D \), where \( D \) is a free parameter used for fitting the asymptote in figure 5b. This parameter \( D \) cannot be predicted with our simple model, as it represents the moisture that soaks into the rough surfaces of the hair and skin, and cannot be removed even under extreme centrifugal forces \([44–47]\).

The remaining moisture content simplifies to

\[
\text{RMC} = \frac{C}{R \omega^2} + D, \tag{3.6}
\]

where \( C = 2r \cos \theta / \rho d H_{\text{initial}} = 14.2 \text{ m s}^{-2} \) and \( D = 0.3 \).

Our measurements of RMC of deer fur in figure 5b show a power law qualitatively consistent with equation (3.6), having a goodness of fit \( R^2 = 0.93 \) within the range of \( R \omega^2 / g = 2–35 \). For small rotation speeds \( R \omega^2 / g < 2 \), RMC is sigmoidal and outside the scope of our model, owing to elastic and gravitational forces becoming comparable with centrifugal forces in this regime.

Using our measured trends in moisture content in figure 5b, we may quantify the benefits of the animal’s loose dermal tissue, observed in figure 1c. Previously, we found loose dermal tissue increases the shake amplitude by threefold, and thus the speed of shaking by ninefold. If dermal tissue were tight rather than loose (as on humans), animal shaking frequencies would cause RMC values to remain close to 1, indicating the animal would remain wet. Thus, an important role of the loose dermal tissue is to increase the efficacy of the shake, as shown by the sensitivity of the RMC to changes in skin speed.

### 3.9. Shaking energy expenditures

We may assess the effectiveness of shaking by comparing the energetic costs of shaking versus evaporating the water. The shaking energy can be estimated as the peak kinetic energy for simple harmonic motion, given by \( E_{\text{shake}} = \frac{1}{2} M (R \omega)^2 \). If animals can shake 70 per cent of their water off, as shown in §3.7, the energy required to evaporate that mass of water is \( E_{\text{evap}} = 0.42A M_\text{s} \), where \( M_\text{s} \) is the mass of the water on the animal and \( \lambda \) is the heat of vaporization of water. The coefficient 0.42 is a product of 0.6, the fraction of energy needed from the animal to evaporate water \([16]\) and 0.7, the fraction of water an animal can shake off as found in our experiments.

Figure 5c shows the relation between an animal’s body mass \( M \) and the mass of water in its fur, \( M_\text{s} \). Data for seven mammals were found by combining our own measurements of wet animals along with others \([13,14]\). The trend follows the power law \( M_\text{s} = 0.047 M^{0.55} \), where \( M \) and \( M_\text{s} \) are both in kilograms, with high accuracy \((R^2 = 0.95, N = 7)\). The mass of the water held in the fur is approximately 3–10% of the animal’s body mass for the masses considered (0.1–4 kg). We combine the above energetic estimates with our measurements of animal frequency to calculate an efficacy of shaking. We define this efficacy as the ratio of the energy expended to shake to the energy expended to air-dry as \( \eta = E_{\text{shake}} / E_{\text{evap}} \). We find that over the four orders of magnitude of mass for animals studied, this efficacy has a small range from \( 10^{-4} \) to \( 10^{-3} \). In this range, all values are far less than one, indicating the great energy savings achieved by shaking.

### 4. DISCUSSION

#### 4.1. Predictions based on power

In tests with animal hair, we found the observed frequencies were capable of drying the animal appreciably, as defined by removing 70 per cent of its accumulated water. Furthermore, we found that increased speeds imparted to the fur would achieve diminishing return. Thus, the animal obtains a reasonable amount of dryness without expending an excess of energy. The work per shake \( W \) of an animal \([42]\) scales as the mass of its muscles \((M \sim W)\). The kinetic energy expended per shake is \( W \sim MR^2 \omega^2 \sim MR^2 \omega^2 \); thus if animals shook as fast as possible, their frequency would scale as \( f \sim R^{-1} \sim M^{-3/8} \). We note that our observed scaling exponent of \(-0.22\) falls between the minimum frequencies for drop release \((-0.19\)) and the maximum frequencies based on power output \((-0.375\)). Thus, it may not be possible for animals to dry further because they may be at the upper limits of shaking speed they can generate. In studies of galloping, stride frequencies of small mammals varied from 2 to 9 strides per second, whereas the frequencies of shaking are faster (4–30 shakes per second). Studies regarding drug-induced tremors in mice reported shivering frequencies to be very close to shaking frequencies at 25 shakes per second \([48]\), which is quite possibly at the limits of oscillatory motion of muscle.

#### 4.2. Comparison with other scaling laws

Our measurements of shaking frequency may be related to other frequencies associated with animal movement. Stahl measured the heartbeat frequency \([49]\) of resting animals scaling as \( f_{\text{hb}} \sim M^{-0.25} \). Joos et al. \([50]\) found that the wing beat frequency in bees scales with the bee’s mass as \( f_{\text{wb}} \sim M^{-0.35} \). Heglund \([51]\) found frequency, in the trot–gallop transition, for mice, rats, dogs and horses, scales as \( f_{\text{str}} \sim M^{-0.14} \). He noticed, for all animals tested, stride frequency became asymptotic, changing less than 10 per cent as the animals increased their speed from the trot–gallop transition to their maximum. These power law scalings are comparable in exponent to the ones we measured for shaking animals, possibly because similar muscles are used to power both locomotion and shaking.

#### 4.3. Scaling frequency with body radius

In predicting a scaling for frequency, care must be taken in choosing an appropriate independent variable. There
are two choices to characterize body size, radius and mass. When choosing body mass, our model fits the experimental results quite well. Rewriting our model, equation (3.4), in terms of frequency and body radius, yields $f \sim R^{-1/2}$. This result is in high variance with respect to experimental data in table 1, which yields $f \sim R^{-0.77} (R^2 = 0.96)$. This discrepancy arises from approximating body proportion with a single circumference measurement around the shoulders. However, this is not the only region in need of drying. In fact, other regions of the animal will have a different characteristic radius. Consequently, an animal’s mass, which scales as its volume, more accurately captures the average radius of the animal that the drops encounter during shaking. This reasoning explains why our scaling with respect to animal mass ultimately yielded a closer fit to experimental data.

4.4. Predictions and exceptions

We hypothesize shaking when wet is an ancient survival mechanism, dating back to the emergence of furry mammals. Many Pleistocene mammals were covered with hair. Giant beavers [52], similar in size to a black bear, and short-faced bears [53], similar in size to grizzlies, would have probably shaken similarly to their modern counterparts. Although the ability to shake probably spans generations of furry mammals, it is not a characteristic of all mammals, even of those today. The largest mammals’ thermal mass is a likely cause for its inability to shake. In addition, aquatic mammals and those covered with a hard shell, such as an armadillo, have no need to shake dry. Other animals with specialized slow lifestyles such as the giant sloths may not possess the speed to initiate a shake.

Hairless mammals may have no shaking instinct. While filming, we observed hairless guinea pigs did not shake, but only shivered. In personal observations, some species such as the sparsely haired warthog spend their days bathing in muddy water. We expect that some species such as the sparsely haired warthog spend their days bathing in muddy water. We expect that

5. CONCLUSION

In this study, we demonstrated that reciprocal high-speed twisting commonly observed in dogs has a broad generality among mammals. We found that drops remain adhered to a wet animal’s hair due to the forces of surface tension. To eject drops and achieve dryness levels of 30 per cent, we found animals generated centrifugal forces equivalent to 10–70. In order for animals of variable size to attain this magnitude of force, we predicted animals must shake at frequencies of $f \sim M^{-3/16}$, which was similar to experimentally measured frequencies. We conclude animal frequency is tuned to (i) the animal’s size and (ii) the properties of water, namely surface tension and density, which set the magnitudes of the centrifugal and capillary forces in our model. Consequently, such mechanisms work poorly when animals are subjected to fluids with properties different from water such as crude oil, whose wetting properties and inability to evaporate prevents the shake from being effective.

Animals were provided by Zoo Atlanta, the local park, and neighbouring laboratories at our institution, and filmed according to IACUC protocols A09036 and A10066.
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